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About This Game
Once upon a time, there is a little Mouse Deer, his name is Kancil. Kancil live in shady forest far away from the city.
Actually that forest is a peace place for the animals before the hunters came. They catch animals, they also cut down the trees to
get the woods and burn the forest.
Now the forest that once a shady and peacefull place for the animals to live become filled with smoke and fire because of the
hunters. Many animals trapped in that situation. So Kancil bravely try to help another animals that has been catch by the hunters
and trapped in the burned forest.
Help Kancil to save his friends, the forest and get rid of the hunters.
Features :
* Many puzzle stage
* High graphic resolution
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Title: Si Kancil : The Adventurous Mouse Deer
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Binarystudio 54
Publisher:
Binarystudio 54
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor: 1.4 Ghz
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: Normal
Storage: 512 MB available space
Sound Card: Standard

English
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Ok so it ended fantastic i really hope a second season will be released it was a great horror experience
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gMruuDJLeV0&list. A genuinely novel take on tower defense, and with an affecting story
as well. I bought it long ago, before it was on Steam, and was only too happy to buy it again now that it's here and has a few
more bits of polish added. I'm pleased to see that what I thought was an obscure little game that only a few folks knew about has
actually gotten a great deal of well-earned recognition.. Good looking and fun, but literally only 2-3 hours long. Played the slots,
lost
Tried again, lost
Tried a other slot machine, Lost again
Robbed the casino and took my money back,
And tazed a tazer :D
10\/10 will gamble again. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MqYKp035qhI

Oblitus is a highly challenging side-scrolling combat focused 2D action game with a Dark Souls-esque influence. The game puts
you in control of a mysterious masked warrior who must journey through treacherous environments and battle a variety of
vicious creatures and monsters. The game is very combat focused and focuses primarily on using your magical spear to stab
enemies with an up close melee attack, or snipe them from a distance with a ranged spear throw attack. The combat is brutal,
fast paced, and highly satisfying, each enemy you encounter will put up a fun enjoyable challenge. The game thrives on
repetition, utilizing a one life perma-death health system, you will progress through the game by trial and error as you will
repeatedly die over and over and use the information you\u2019ve gained through each run through on how to vanquish
troublesome bosses or how to progress through the level itself.
The presentation of the game is done very well, the atmosphere and art style of the game is absolutely gorgeous and defiantly
one of the stronger aspects of the game. The level design is very well done and the variety of worlds, levels, and enemies helps
keep things enjoyable despite the heavy emphasis on repeated playthroughs.
The game is incredibly punishing, offering no checkpoints, no save points, and a one life perma-death system. The only way to
replenish your health is by further risking death by defeating enemies, which results in a very minimal return. The game expects
almost near perfection from the players part, so as a gamer one would also expect almost near perfection from the game itself,
with demands so high for success, one would expect that the game itself would be able to allow you to at least attempt to
accomplish the insane expectations set before you. The game however does not fulfill, or even attempt to fulfill its end of the
bargain, as it is riddled with game breaking bugs that crash the game and force you to restart. Being published by Adult Swim
Games it makes me almost wonder if the game breaking bugs are intentional and placed in to troll the gamers and if the game is
merely a satire of what the original release of Dark Souls for PC was. It is a shame that a game with such an enjoyable concept,
combat system, and level design never truly reaches its potential level of greatness due to game breaking bugs.

In the games current state I would not recommend the game, even at a discounted price. However if the game ever gets patched
and doesnt crash and force you to lose all your progress OR allows you to continually save your progress to prevent the loss from
crashing then I would highly recommend the game.
http:\/\/noobsthatplaygames.com\/. when i open up the game it's just black out and i see nothing pop up,it seem to be really fun
to play,who know how to fix?. Tedious puzzles.. In case you're not familiar with Frederic yet, you'd better start from the
beginning. There's also a 'Director's Cut' version, but it's not that better (and original game is cheaper anyway).
I admit, I've been sceptical about the game, because I always am about the sequels and also because I've seen some negative
reviews, but I totally recommend this one.
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+++ It's still FUN!
+++ the MUSIC. It's different now. Frederic no longer plays his own sonates and concerts, but has to perform the variations of
the more recent music instead. Most of the tracks have recognizable 'prototypes'. Final boss track just ROCKS.
++ the story is still there, somewhat even more hilarious compared to F:RoM
++ the gameplay is more varied now (e.g. pairs of notes, coloured notes)
+ the note patterns seem more logical and less chaotic. I think it's a bit easier than RoM, though some have it vice versa.
+ the characters are all good (and hilarious too)
+ cinematics are as good as in F:RoM (sometimes even better)
- Those who had prefered mouse for the first game are very likely to be annoyed. Some things don't go well with clicking (like
hitting double notes or playing some sequences). But controls had never been the strongest point for the 'Frederics'.
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Well. I have nothing good to say about this really. Except that i was pretty cheap. It is NOTHING like plying real drums. The
Vive controller are not very good at beeing drum stick either.
I do not think drumming is the best choise for a VR game, and the sound is not very convincing either.. Sorry.. Eyyy I'm walkin
here! Luke Sidewalker has you walking across a series of levels in and around NYC, picking up boosts and dodging tourists and
obstacles. While the premise is simple, the game is filled with subtle and not-so-subtle NYC references and one-liners that give
it a nice charm. Worth a download!. It's a wonderful game so far, unfortunately I got to the end of what it has right now. I see
wonderful things for the future, and if I were to recommend anything, could there be more choices to be made, some more
obvious than others. I was kinda baffled how I haven't found any of the "choices", but as it turns out I was just playing in a
certain way.
Also, Baron is so adorable, I wish I could just hug him!
As a rating as of now, it'd be 9.9\/10. Almost perfect!!. hot cat women have captured my attention. A lot of fun, even in it's
current early access state.
Everything feels very intuitive, and mixing drinks is a lot of fun!
Added bonus: developer listens to the community and implements suggestions.
My only complaint is that the amount of drinks needs to drastically increase to make the game more diverse, and the unlocks
should increase in price throughout the progression of the game.
Solid addition to your collection of VR games!. My wife plays this game a lot. And a lot and a lot.
My mother also likes it.
I don't like this that much, since I would be losing to my wife and mother on a computer game..
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=S8rO3T3qYB0
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